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Dyer and T. They are, often unconsciously, exposed to the ideas and models of their host societies, which are
new to them. Instead, they undertook a long journey through Jordan, Egypt and then Libya from where they
were smuggled across the Mediterranean at the risk of their lives. There, the winner of the first post-revolution
presidential election, Moncef Marzouki, and the leader of the Islamist party Ennahda, which won the
parliamentary elections, Rached Ghannouchi, both returned from a long exile in Europe just days after former
President Ben Ali was ousted. To address the discrimination, abuse, and economic exploitation of Syrians in
Jordan, policy makers will thus need to address the overarching structures that contribute to refugee
disempowerment. Lodigiani, H. The Libyan revolution that overturned the Gaddafi dictatorship in displaced
more than 1. In the first half of an upsurge of irregular migration to Italy was recorded, with some 25,
unauthorised migrants from Tunisia reaching Italy and Malta by sea. The fragile equilibrium between
communities would then be threatened. Grange, M. Gurr, T. Jordan and Lebanon have now closed their
borders to the entry of new refugees and put in place more stringent conditions that must be met if those
already there are to stay. Fargues, P. More precisely, we argue that a lack of opportunities combined with a
demographic bulge among the young accounts for many migratory and political processes at play in the Arab
world today Fargues,  On the eve of the Arab revolts, the rate of unemployment amongst Arab youth was close
to 30 per centâ€”that is, more than twice the world average of 14 per cent UNDP, ; Handoussa,  It might also
be that emigration has fostered a culture of protest in the governorates of origin of migrants. To these Syrian
refugees, one must add all the non-Syrians Iraqis and Palestinians who were refugees in Syria and who fled to
become second order refugees in other countries, in particular Lebanon. The result might be an increase in the
number of internally displaced persons. Being a Christian was found to be a key driver of the intention to
emigrate. Schematically, one might hypothesise that a dominant pattern of emigration to the Gulf will translate
into conservatism spreading in the origin communities of migrants; while a dominant pattern of emigration to
the West will disseminate progressivism and democratic values in these same communities. Yousef eds. So,
what does the future look like? Indeed, revolts may have so far created more incentives than deterrents to
emigration. Political Remittances 31In a variety of locations, from the neighbourhood to the workplace,
migrants mix with natives. Merlini, C. Emigration from Arab countries except from the large oil and gas
exporters of the Gulf and Libya has been intense over the last two to three decades. In both countries popular
uprisings occurred in , but they ended very differently. In Egypt the first free election of a president soon led
to an Islamist dictatorship, which did not last long and which was replaced by authoritarian rule. Would then
some of the factors that pull young men on to the streets for demonstrations be the same as those that push
them into international migration? Refugee movements must be expected to continue, since the restoration of
peace and securityâ€”which would stop the exoduses of families fleeing war and persecutionâ€”is not in sight
at the time of writing. Not only do massive waves of refugees exert unbearable pressure on the economy of the
host nation, they also bring with them the risk of political destabilisation. Moreover, they work in synergy, as
expatriation can be the result of protest failing to achieve its goals and protest can find inspiration in ideas and
models gathered abroad by migrants. A case-control was adopted and characteristics that were found to be
significantly more frequent among cases those who wished to emigrate than controls those who did not wish
to emigrate were considered drivers of emigration. Arab migrants have two main destinations, the Gulf States
and the West. Direct communication with relatives and friends established abroad, as well as mass
communication through media paying special interest to countries where the diaspora lives,
willâ€”thereforeâ€”expose non-migrants in origin countries to ideas and models typical of societies that they
have never lived in. Migratory Outcomes of Revolt 15Revolts have already brought about considerable
movements of mostly forced migration, but also some fresh outbreaks of voluntary, economic migration.
External Voting 27The emigration from Arab countries started more than a hundred years ago and gained
momentum in the last quarter of the twentieth century, resulting in the formation of Arab diasporas in Europe,
the Americas, Africa and Oceania.


